






Name Nisanthi Peiris

Registration number TY08210050

Address NW4 4RT

Date of visit 15/09/2022

Name of Quality Inspector Judith Wayne

Date of registration 26/08/2021

Number of children on roll 8

Number of children in attendance during visit 3

Registered assistants on site 2. but none present during the visit

Evidence of any previous actions being met N/A

Overall Grading Good

Overall effectiveness and strengths of the setting – What is it like for a child here?
Including the views of the child / child’s voice

Nishanthi is extremely experienced and provides a warm and welcoming environment
where children flourish in her care.  She develops secure relationships with parents and
forms close bonds with the children, which ultimately impacts on their learning and
development. They approach her for cuddles and support when feeling unsure around
strangers. Children chat confidently to her and show her what they are doing. She in return
offers praise and encouragement to help to build their self-confidence.

Nishanthi has an effective settling-in process enabling the children to become familiar with
the home environment, supporting their emotional well-being. Nishanthi knows the children
well and responds sensitively to their individual needs. Children's speech and language
development is thoughtfully supported using strategies to include children who are learning
to speak English and she encourages them to repeat and learn simple words according to
their age and ability. Where English is their second language  Nishanthi learns words in the
child’s home language to help communication.



Leadership and management – [ Good ]

Parents spoken to at the time of the visit speak highly of Nishanthi, and comment on the way
in which their children have made exceptional progress during their time with her. Overall,
they all provided very positive feedback and described the setting  well and praised
Nishanthi’s dedication to her provision and her flexibility.  Nishanthi makes good use of the
Tiney App, which she uses to record her observations of children's development. This helps
her to identify children's next steps in learning more effectively and share this information
with parents. Written records are shared with parents to keep them informed of their child's
progress.

All areas of the environment are safe and secure with gates and locks fitted appropriately
and regular risk assessments are conducted.

Nishanthi is committed to CPD and knows she needs to do this regularly having recently
completed a course on SEN. Nishanthi is keen to keep improving her practice and knowledge
in early years.

Nishanthi has provided an induction for her assistants. She is establishing procedures for
ongoing supervision of assistants.

The arrangements for safeguarding are effective. Nishanthi demonstrates secure knowledge
of safeguarding procedures. She recognises the signs and symptoms that might indicate that
a child is being abused or mistreated, including those connected with the 'Prevent' duty.
Nishanthi understands what action she should take if she suspects that a child is at risk of
harm.

All policies and procedures are updated yearly and shared with parents and moving forward
Nishanthi will ask for acknowledgement for this.



Quality of education – [ Good ]

Nishanthi uses the children's interests when supporting their spontaneous play. She praises
their achievements when they do something e.g. making ice creams with the sand.
Nishanthi provides some opportunities for children to develop their knowledge, for example,
introducing mathematical concepts during such activities. This could be enhanced by taking
more time during her dialogue, to encourage children to think critically for themselves,
extending the vocabulary used and further ensuring that children hear rich language that
fully extends their thinking.

The setting is well resourced in all areas of learning both indoors and outdoors. At present
one focused activity is planned daily in the afternoon and children can explore and freely
explore at all times. Water play and sand provide sensory experiences for younger children
to explore and for older children to experiment with filling and pouring.  Books and a
comfortable seating area are available inside.

Children enjoy their time within the setting and they move freely and confidently around the
areas of her home used for childminding and Nishanthi is committed to providing the very
best learning environment and wants the greatest outcomes for each child.

Personal development – [ Good ]

Children receive support from Nishanthi where needed,  Children are kind, caring and
considerate towards each other. For example, the older children were playing ball and
wanted to share with the younger ones.

The garden area has an abundance of resources to keep children occupied. Bikes and trikes
support the development of gross-motor skills. Inside the space is large and bright and the
pretend kitchen and dressing-up clothes provide the opportunity for children to role play
and use their imagination. Children independently select books and read them with adults
to support literacy skills and Nishanthi makes good use of the books from Tiney.  Children
enjoy playing and speaking with adults. They share their ideas during games and
enthusiastically join in with singing songs.

All the children were encouraged to begin to  understand hygiene, and handwashing and
this happened regularly and appropriate PPE was worn at nappy changing.

The use of basic makaton is carried out along with the use of visual cards and routines are
talked about with the use of aids.



Behaviour and attitudes – [ Good ]

Children’s behaviour is supported well, and when a child cries this is handled calmly and
effectively. Nishanthi  has high expectations of children, models good manners and
encourages them to be polite. As a result, children show kindness and learn to say 'please'
and 'thank you'. Nishanthi has a warm nature and offers constant reassurance to the
children in her care.

Nishanthi helps children to understand and value diversity, for example, through the
celebration of festivals, and reading a range of stories. Children develop an early
understanding of different people and cultures in the world.

Children learn about emotions, with the use of emotion balls, and behaviour is supported
and children are taught to share appropriately. The use of timers has been suggested as a
way of moving forward, to use as visual aids with the older children during times such as
tidying up time.

Social and emotional well being – [ IGood]

The children are provided with a cooked meal at lunchtime and teatime, and appropriate
snacks are offered, and water is readily available. Nishanthi teaches children how to cut
their food and use cutlery.  Healthy eating is promoted and good manners demonstrated.
Children naturally learn about the importance of leading healthy lifestyles, for example as
they regularly keep active in the fresh air.

Children make independent choices as they play. They safely explore the learning
environment and work out how different toys and equipment work. Children enjoy mark
making and painting, and they use their fine motor skills in preparation for early writing.
They join in singing nursery rhymes and repeating actions with Nishanthi.

Nishanthi has effective settling-in procedures that help children feel emotionally secure
when they first start. Children settle in quickly, and parents feel at ease leaving them in the
childminder's care. Nishanthi  is kind and caring, and listens to children's voices and follows
their lead in play. Nishanthi knows the children well, and she is clear about what children
need to learn next, to help them to make progress. This would be enhanced by consistently
linking children's previous achievements when planning some activities, to help them build
on what they already know.

Any Actions from the previous
QA / compliance visit

Action met?
Yes / No

Comment /
Actions /



Recommendations

N/A FIrst QA Visit N/A N/A

=

Any Required Actions from this visit?
Date of
completion

To obtain proof from the parents that they have read and understood all
policies.

Ongoing

To carry out and complete more CPD and keep a record of how this will
be implemented into practice

December 22

To implement a visitors Log October 22

Recommendations for how the provider can enhance their provision / areas for
continued professional development

To provide time and space for children to fully explore and think critically during both
planned and freely chosen play.

To develop further ways of incorporating more varied vocabulary in discussions with
children, so that they hear rich and purposeful language during interactions.






